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SEARCHING FOR CVS
A Guide to Boolean
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FINDING CANDIDATES

The vast majority of job boards accept Boolean search commands. These search commands 
are fundamental to finding information in any search engine, including your own database.

Why is it important to get good at applying Boolean searches?

It is important to understand that most basic searches will create results, which in turn can 
create a false impression that the search “worked”. There will be many recruiters out there 
today searching various platforms and, due to their poor application of Boolean, they fail to 
find the candidates they are looking for and move onto another platform.

Getting good at applying Boolean allows you to:

• Find more suitable candidates
• Find better quality/matching candidates
• Spend less time reviewing CVs and more time talking to good people
• Find candidates your end client and competitors have not found
• Fill more of your jobs, quicker
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There are three simple Boolean search commands to learn. They are:

AND

OR

NOT

AND
AND is the default and only needs to be typed 
if you are using other Boolean operators with 
().

FACEBOOK TWITTER LINKEDIN

is logically the same as

FACEBOOK AND TWITTER AND LINKEDIN

The more words you enter connected by 
AND, the fewer documents you will get. All 
your words will be searched on.AND is the small overlap in the middle 

where all three search terms combine.

OR allows pages with at least one of 
the terms.

Facebook

Linkedin Twitter

Facebook

Linkedin Twitter

OR
OR requires at least one of the terms joined 
by it to appear somewhere in the document, 
in any order.

FACEBOOK OR TWITTER OR LINKEDIN

The more words you enter connected by OR, 
the more documents you get as it broadens 
you search.

BOOLEAN SEARCH COMMANDS
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Facebook

Linkedin

NOT
NOT excludes documents which contain 
whatever follows it. The NOT operator is 
generally used after you have performed a 
search, looked at the results, and determined 
that you do not want to see pages containing 
some word or phrase.

FACEBOOK AND LINKEDIN NOT TWITTER

The first two terms must be somewhere and 
any page containing Twitter will be thrown 
out.

Twitter

NOT excludes pages that mention 
Twitter even if they also mention 
Facebook or Linkedin

Additional Commands:

Different job boards will also accept additional commands. The most popular commands, in 
addition to the AND, OR, NOT stack are:

Parentheses: (    )

Brackets will create a sub search in your search e.g.

Logistics AND (manager OR director)

Quotation marks: “   “

Quotation marks search for an exact phrase on two or more words. When used on a single 
word it will find the exact word (rather than it as a fragment of another) e.g.

“underwater welder” this will now find an exact phrase match 

“C” This will find C as a stand alone word/phrase as opposed to finding occurrences of the 
letter C in words such as curriculum 
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For many of the searches you are going to complete, you will be seeking to find candidates 
for specific jobs with your clients. To find relevant candidates, you need to be able to 
interpret a job description to envisage what the right CV will look like. A basic mistake made 
by recruiters is that they search job boards for CVs that look like the job spec. They are very 
different documents that are prepared for different purposes by different people!

CVs are not perfect documents. A survey completed by a well known job board discovered 
that the average candidate spends 40 minutes preparing their CV before the post it online. 
A company is likely to spend much longer crafting the job description.

Not every CV will have everything that the candidate does. Job descriptions are often more 
complete.

Job specifications are want lists, CVs are (although not always) biographies of work 
experience.

What do we need to consider if we are going to search for CVs?

 ■ Qualifications/certifications
 ■ Skills
 ■ Technologies/systems/software packages/machinery/tools
 ■ Locations
 ■ Job titles
 ■ Duties
 ■ Employers

How are each of the above likely to be presented on a CV?

For example, how many different ways could a candidate present the fact they have a 
degree in physics?

BSc in physics? Bachelor of science physics? B.Sc physics? BSc hons physics?

Searching for “physics degree” OR “physics BSc” would find none of the above.

Review the Rookie2Recruiter session on Applying Deductive Logic and Semantic Search 
- combine this with your boolean searches to find CVs and potential candidates your 
competitors can’t.

INTERPRETING JOB SPECIFICATIONS
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For every hire a client makes there are likely to be some requirements that are more important 
than others. Good recruiters will work with their clients to develop a list of the essential and 
the desirable requirements. When you search it is important how you apply these elements 
to your searches.

Essential Skills

These should be linked together with a series of AND commands

Desirable Skills

These should be linked together with OR commands (and presented in brackets if combined 
with essentials).

Seeking Perfection

The quest is to find a hireable candidate, not necessarily perfect. The client is likely to 
hire based upon criteria beyond elements found in a CV such as personality and attitude. 
Therefore we need to make sure we don’t discriminate against candidates who are not 
“perfect” CVs.

Why should we elect to call candidates who might appear to be under (or over) qualified?

 ■ Candidates only spend 40 minutes writing their CV

 ■ Not every candidate will be 100% factual with their description of what they do

 ■ Candidates might assume that we know everything they do so don’t include key skills

 ■ A candidate might tell us something that they do that they didn’t put on their CV

 ■ The candidate might work with someone who is the right match and refer them to us

 ■ Our job is to build a talent pool for the future as well as to fill today’s jobs

 ■ We don’t want to make assumptions about them!

 ■ Good CVs don’t always indicate good candidates and vice versa

 ■ Only by speaking to them can we truly say if they are suitable or not

If you cant reject them within 60 secs of reviewing their CV then you need to talk to them. 
This is a telephone contact sport and not a CV sifting job.

DIVIDING REQUIREMENTS


